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The Young Foresight Promise to Teachers
Through the Young Foresight Programme your pupils will improve their design skills, become more creative,
understand new technologies and develop their communication skills.
They will learn to work well with one another and from one another.
They will exceed your expectations of their achievement.
And they will enjoy design & technology like no other subject in the curriculum.
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Foreword
Our world is changing. In less than 20 years it will have changed in ways we can barely imagine. This new world will open the door to new opportunities and new ways to
express our creativity and resourcefulness. Change is to be embraced, but to make sure we rise to the challenges of the future, we must prepare ourselves now.
The relationship between the economic well-being of our nation and the school curriculum is complex and subtle. The talent of our young people is the country’s most precious
resource. It needs to be nurtured within the school curriculum so that the workforce of the future is in a strong position to respond in an energetic and resolute way to the
demands of global markets. Whatever their future employment, it is likely that every individual will need to update their skills and knowledge quite radically several times
during their career. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the worlds of industry and commerce. So it is important to provide our young people with creative and flexible
learning skills to cope with their changing world.
The Young Foresight initiative develops creativity, enterprise and innovation among young people. The revised and new materials will add to its impact and effectiveness.
These provide vital learning experiences by giving its participants an insight into the worlds of industry and commerce and so promote the skills and attitudes necessary to take
a positive and active part in this future world.
Young Foresight also aims to give pupils direct experience in the skills needed to create a successful product or service - from concept to design to adaptability in the market.
It encourages pupils to think about and anticipate future trends and consumer needs and then design products and services that will perform well in a world that has not yet
arrived.
The pupils will be supported by ambassadors drawn from the local business community who will help them to think about the practical aspects of product design and changing
market trends. This collaboration will take design & technology into the future and bring it to life in the classroom. The initiative works particularly well in Year 9 when all
pupils are required to study design & technology as part of the National Curriculum.
Young Foresight is about taking action now to prepare our young people for the future. It is also about having fun. We hope that you will choose to participate and take full
advantage of this important initiative.
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Lord Sainsbury of Turville

Baroness Ashton

Parliamentary Under Secretary for Science and Innovation

Parliamentary Under Secretary for Early Years and Schools Standards
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Introduction
Welcome to Young Foresight. This ‘guide to sketching’ is the fourth and final
booklet designed to help you make the most of Young Foresight in your school.
It consists of seven activity sheets that you can use to enhance your
pupils’ sketching ability. It begins with tracing using overlay paper to build
confidence, moves on to using crating and adding shading and highlights.
The learning is then consolidated with an exercise in which paper nets
are ‘decorated’ to give the appearance of realistic objects. The next two
activities develop ‘designerly’ imagination requiring pupils to move from
verbal descriptions to realistic sketches. The final activity encourages
pupils to begin and comment upon a collection of product images.
An important feature of all the activities is a discussion section in
which pupils are encouraged to reflect on their own performance
and how this might be improved. If you use the activities for homework
try to ensure that pupils have the opportunity to engage in this discussion.
The first booklet ‘teacher guide’ describes how Young Foresight challenges
orthodox practice and provides you with a range of teaching approaches
and resources that will enable you to improve your pupils’ design skills,
creativity, group working and communications skills. The second booklet
‘toolkit teaching’ describes in detail how you can use each Young Foresight
worksheet to good effect in providing the knowledge, understanding and
skills that your pupils will need to design products and services for the future.
The third booklet, ‘designing for the future’, describes flexible approaches to
enabling your pupils to use what they have learned in the
Young Foresight toolkit to develop innovative designs
suitable for a world that has yet to arrive.
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YFS1 Using overlay paper
You will need
A collection of pictures of
everyday objects
A pencil
Overlay paper

You will learn

What to do

What to discuss

Follow instructions 1 – 7 to produce the simplest possible drawings of everyday
objects.

Work in a group of four and discuss the work you have done by answering the
following questions and recording the answers as complete sentences.

1. Choose a picture of an object that you find attractive.
2. Place a sheet of overlay paper over the picture.
3. Look carefully at what you can see showing through the overlay paper.

To use overlay paper to
produce line drawings of
everyday objects that carry just
enough information to be
realistic

4. Trace the outline of what you can see onto the overlay paper.
5. Take the overlay paper off the picture and look at the outline you have produced.
Ask yourself if this really looks like the object in the picture. If it doesn’t, look at
the picture and decide what else you need to add.
6. Carefully place your drawing over the picture and trace the details that you need
for the drawing to be more realistic.

❇ Look at each drawing in turn and decide whether it really does
look like the picture.
❇ If it doesn’t, identify what needs to be done to improve the
situation.
❇ If it does, identify what could be removed without losing the
realism.
❇ Staple the answers to the appropriate drawings.

7. Repeat this for two other everyday objects that you like.

For homework
Collect pictures of faces of famous people from magazines and use overlay paper to
produce drawings that have just enough detail to be recognizable as the famous
person.

1
1
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YFS2 Sketching what you can see
You will need
To be able to see some
of the following:
Portable TV set
Radio

What to do

What to discuss

Follow instructions 1 – 6 to produce the simplest possible drawings of
everyday objects.

Work in a group of four and discuss the work you have done by answering the
following questions and recording the answers as complete sentences.

1. Choose an object that you want to draw.
2. Look closely at it to find out its proportions – is it long and thin, short and fat
or more or less the same in each direction?

❇ Look at each drawing in turn and decide whether it has the
correct proportions i.e. did the person choose the right crate.

3. Choose a crate from side 2 of this activity sheet that has the proportions of
your chosen object.

❇ If it doesn’t, identify what needs to be done to improve the
situation.

4. Place the overlay paper over the crate and carefully draw in the outline of your
object using the crate lines as a guide.

❇ If it does, identify which of the added detail could be removed
without losing the realism.

Mobile phone

5. Now add the detail that you can see to make the drawing look more realistic.

❇ Staple the answers to the appropriate drawings.

Overlay paper

6. Choose another object and repeat the process.

Microwave cooker
Toaster
Compact disc player
Walkman (audio
tape player)

Pencil

You will learn
To use the crating
technique to draw
objects in 3D

1
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For homework
Choose an object at home. Draw a crate that has the correct proportions and use it to
produce a realistic drawing.
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YFS2

Sketching what you can see
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YFS3 Making your sketch realistic
You will need

What to do

What to discuss

A drawing from your
work in YFS2

Read the information and follow instructions 1 – 6 to produce a realistic drawing of
an everyday product.

Work in a group of four and discuss the work you have done by answering the
following questions and recording the answers as complete sentences.

A sheet of coloured paper
A selection of pencil-crayons
A selection of wide markers
White poster paint
Fine paintbrush
Scissors
Plain mounting paper
Glue stick

You will learn
To add highlights and
shadows to a drawing to
make it more realistic.

You can make a line drawing look more realistic by adding highlights and shadows.
You need to think about how light falls onto an object and creates areas of light and
shade. When you have decided which parts are in the light and the shade you can add
highlights and shadow accordingly. The technique works best on coloured paper so
that you don’t have to colour the whole surface, just the shadows and highlights. If
you use white paper you will need to colour the body of the object with a wide
marker.
1. Make a good copy of a drawing from your work in YFS2 onto coloured paper or
white paper.
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❇ If it does, identify other ways in which it could be improved.
❇ Staple the answers to the appropriate drawings.

3. Decide where you want the light to come from and darken all the edges facing
away from the light.
4. Use a white pencil-crayon to lighten the edges facing the light source.

6. Cut out the finished drawing and stick it onto the mounting paper.

1

❇ If it doesn’t, identify what needs to be done to improve the
situation.

2. If you choose white paper, colour the drawing with a wide marker.

5. Add sharper highlights using the crayon or a fine paintbrush and white poster
paint.

1

❇ Look at each drawing in turn and decide whether it looks
realistic.

For homework
Choose an object at home. Use the crate method to produce
a good drawing and then use pencil crayons to add the light
and shade that will make it look realistic.
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YFS4 Fun with nets
You will need
Scissors
Ruler
Glue stick
A pencil
A selection of pencil-crayons
A selection of wide markers
White poster paint
Fine paintbrush

You will learn
To add product details to a
plain net and add light, shade
and texture to the details so
that the assembled net looks
like a real product even though
it is only a paper shell model.

What to do

What to discuss

This activity is in two parts. Part one is simply cutting out a net, scoring the folds and
assembling by folding and using the gluing tabs. This will give you practice at
producing a crisp looking final assembly. Part two involves adding detail, light, shade
and texture to the net before cutting out. You can then cut out and assemble the net
to form a paper shell that looks like your chosen product. Read the information and
follow instructions 1 – 5 to produce your product model.

Work in a group of four and discuss the work you have done by answering the
following questions and recording the answers as complete sentences.

1. Decide which product you want to produce from this list: pocket radio, mobile
phone, compact disc player, Walkman.
2. Choose a net that will produce a form that is in the proportions of your chosen
product.
3. Cut out the net being careful not to cut off the gluing tabs, score the fold lines
using a ruler and back of the scissors, and assemble. This is your practice at
assembly.

❇ Look at each product model in turn and decide whether
it looks realistic.
❇ If it doesn’t, identify what needs to be done to improve
the situation.
❇ If it does, identify other ways in which it could be
improved.
❇ Write the answers on a sheet of paper so that they
‘surround’ the product model to which they refer.

4. Cut out another net of the same sort but BEFORE you score or fold add details,
surface colour, highlights and shadows as you did in YFS3.
5. When you are satisfied that you have added all that is necessary score the fold
lines and assemble the net into your product model.

For homework
Choose an object at home and draw the net that gives a shell that is in the correct
proportions. It might be fun to do a miniature TV set. Add details, light, shade and
texture to produce a paper shell product model.

1
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YFS4
N.B.

Fun with nets

All these nets would benefit from being enlarged when they are photocopied
so that the flaps are easier to fold. This particularly applies to the net on
page 14 which could be enlarged by 200%.
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YFS4

3
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Fun with nets
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YFS4
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YFS4
N.B.

Fun with nets

This net should be photocopied at 200%, otherwise the cutting and folding
can be difficult.
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YFS5 Drawing what’s inside your head
You will need
A pencil
A sheet of coloured paper
A selection of pencil-crayons

What to do

3 Now imagine that you want to turn one of your shampoo
bottles into a small portable radio

Read the information and follow instructions 1 – 3 to produce realistic drawings
of what you are imagining.

1 Imagine that this is what you are imagining

The screw cap can
be the on off switch/
volume control

A selection of wide markers
White poster paint

So it’s a
shampoo bottle

Fine paintbrush

You will learn

It’s wide but not
very tall

To sketch design ideas that you
are imagining

It’s got parallel
sides

What shape shall I
make the tuning
dial?

It’s got a
square base

What colours
shall I add?

It’s got a small
screw on cap

✍

What happens
when I add light
and shade?

The cap is
shaped like a
ball

Now draw what is inside your head.

✍

2 Now imagine that you are going to
change what you are thinking

Now I’ll
change it.

1

It’s not very
tall

2

✍
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It’s got sloping
sides

It’s wide at the
bottom and
narrow at the
top

It’s still got a
square base

Now draw what is inside your head.

Where should I
put the tuning
dial?

It’s got a
screw on
cap

The cap is
shaped like a
cylinder

Now draw what is inside your head.
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YFS5

Drawing what’s inside your head

What to discuss

For homework

Work in a group of four and discuss the work you have done by answering the
following questions and recording the answers as complete sentences.

Develop a realistic drawing of a small pocket radio from the other shampoo bottle.

❇ Compare the drawings that you and your working partners
have produced. Are they identical, similar or very different?
❇ Try to explain the similarities.
❇ Try to explain the differences.
❇ Staple the answers to the appropriate drawings.

2
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YFS6 Drawing what’s inside somebody else’s head
You will need
A pencil
A sheet of coloured paper
A selection of pencil-crayons
A selection of wide markers
White poster paint
Fine paintbrush

You will learn
To sketch somebody else’s
design ideas

What to do

What to discuss

Read the information and follow instructions 1 – 6 to produce realistic drawings of
what someone else is imagining.

Discuss the drawings that you and your partner have produced by answering the
following questions and recording the answers as complete sentences.

1. You will be working with a partner.
2. Imagine something – a small product of some sort.
3. Write down a list of words that describe it.
4. Show this list of words to your partner but DON’T tell them the sort of product
you are imagining.
5. Now ask your partner to imagine what the product looks like from the word list
and to draw what you are imagining.
6. Now swap roles with you partner and repeat the process.

❇ Is your partner’s drawing a reasonable representation of
what you were imagining?
❇ Is your drawing a reasonable representation of what your
partner was imagining?
❇ Try to explain the similarities.
❇ Try to explain the differences.
❇ Staple the answers to the appropriate drawings.

For homework
Ask someone at home to describe something they are imagining and make a drawing
of what you think is inside their head. Show them the drawing and get their
comments on how well it represents what they were imagining.

1
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YFS7
You will need
A small scrapbook
Plain paper
Pencil
Scissors
Glue stick
Access to magazines
containing pictures of products

You will learn
To make a collection of product
images that will help you
develop design ideas

Collecting product images

What to do

What to discuss

Read the information and follow instructions 1 – 5 to produce a collection of product
images

Compare your scrapbook with that of someone else in your class by answering the
following questions and recording the answers as complete sentences.

1. Look through the magazines and find some pictures of products that you find
attractive, products that you would like to own.
2. Carefully cut out these pictures.
3. Stick one picture on a separate page of your scrapbook.
4.

For each picture write a list of words that can be used to describe the product.

5. Use these words to write a sentence or two explaining why you find the product
attractive.

❇ Are the products that you like similar or dissimilar to
those liked by your partner?
❇ Do the explanations given by you and your partner give
similar or dissimilar reasons for liking the chosen
products?
❇ Ask your partner if he/she likes or dislikes the products
you have chosen.
❇ Ask your partner to give reasons for his/her views?
❇ Staple the answers to the appropriate drawings in your
scrapbook.

For homework
Show your scrapbook to members of your family and ask them for their comments on
the products you have chosen.

1
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The Young Foresight Promise to Pupils
Through the Young Foresight Programme you will get much better at designing.
Your creativity will improve and you will understand more about really modern
technology and the way it will affect our life in the future.
Your communication skills will increase and you will be able
to work well with other pupils and learn from them.
You will do well at design and technology;
much better than you ever thought you could!
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“students did better than in normal D&T lessons …
they revealed strengths and qualities I hadn’t seen before”
a design and technology teacher
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www.youngforesight.org

